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The Massey product invariants of a link in S’ are expressed in terms of Magnus coefficients 
of relations in a Wirtinger presentation of the fundamental group of its complement. This formula 
underlies a computer program which calculates these invariants. As the Massey product invariants 
include Milnor’s p-invariants, these can be calculated with the program, and a small table of 
invariants is included. Formerly, a degree y F-invariant has been identified with the value of a 
degree 9 Massey product on an appropriate homology class. We reduce the number of calculations 
required to compute such an invariant by identifying it with the value of a degree 9 -I Massey 
product on a particular homology class 
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Introduction 
This work is concerned with computing Massey product invariants of links in S’. 
Milnor [9] defines the @-invariants of links in terms of Magnus coefficients of 
relations of presentations of the quotient of the fundamental group of the comple- 
ment of a link by its lower central subgroups. As defined, the invariants are 
notoriously difficult to compute. Porter [ lo], and Turaev [ 151 identify these invariants 
with certain types of Massey products. Stein [ 141 defines invariants of certain types 
of groups using Massey products of one dimensional cohomology classes in which 
the defining systems are restricted. The theory applies to link groups, and the 
resulting invariants include the b-invariants. Stein develops a geometric method for 
computing t’*ese invariants. Cochran [2] uses a similar geometric interpretation of 
the first non-zero invariant to realize them. Presently, the invariants of [14] are 
expressed in terms of Magnus coefficients of the relations in the Wirtinger presenta- 
tion of a link group. This formula underlies a computer program for calculating the 
invariants. The theory developed in [14] applies to other groups including the 
fundamental group of a manifold obtained by surgery on one or more of the link 
components. The invariants in the surgered manifold capture the invariants of the 
complement. However, their computation involves fewer calculations, and in a 
subsequent paper we will show that they have less indeterminacy. 
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The paper is organized into four sections. Section 1 summarizes the construction 
of the invariants defined in [14]. Section 2 contains the formula for the invariants 
in terms of Magnus coefficients of relations in the Wirtinger presentation of a link 
group. Section 3 develops the theory for the surgered manifold. Section 4 discusses 
the algorithm used to compute Magnus coefficients. An appendix contains a table 
produced with the program. 
1. The Massey product invariants 
We outline the construction of the Massey product invariants as defined in [14]. 
Definition 1.1 [S, 71. Let (s4, 6) be a differential graded algebra, q> 1, and 
Cl,..., cy E H’(d). A defining system for the Massey product of c,, . . . , cy is an 
equivalence class of upper triangular (q + 1) x (q + 1) matrices M = (WI,,) such that 
(1) m,, = 1, in,; E &‘, and m;,+, represents ci ; 
(2) Sm,=C,..,_,jmikmr, for allj#i+l, and (i,j)#(l,q+l). 
Matrices M and M’, which satisfy conditions (1) and (2), are equivalent if and 
only if m,i = rn$ for all (i,j) # (1, qf 1). As 6 is a derivation of degree one, 
Ciikr; mikmk, is a cocycle. Let 6% be the cohomology class [CIKk++, mrkmk,+r]. 
The Massey product of c,, . . . , c,, denoted by (c,, . . . , c,), is {I%I) M is a defining 
system for c,, . . , c,}. 
Defining systems for the Massey product of a particular ordered set may not exist, 
or the Massey product may contain more than one element [5,7]. In the bar resolution 
of certain groups, with appropriate coefficients, the defining systems can be restricted 
so that the Massey products of particular ordered sets contain a unique element. 
This gives rise to the invariants. 
Definition 1.2 [3]. Let q be a positive integer. A coe@icient system is a collection 
of ring homomorphisms hikj : RtI, 0 Rk, + R,;, lci<k<jsq+l, such that the 
diagram below commutes: 
Let % be a coefficient system. U(9., q+ 1) denotes the group of upper triangular 
(q+l)x(q+l) matrices {(a,,)la,ER,,, and a,, = l}. The multiplication is matrix 
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multiplication using the hi,. Let u( 22, q + 1) denote the group of equivalence classes 
of elements in U under the relation M = M’ if and only if mii = rnii for all (i, j) # 
(1, q + 1). One may consider an element of Z? to be a “matrix” with the upper 
right-hand entry unspecified. 
Let G be a group, 92 a coefficient system, q > 1, and for 1 s i G q, let ui E 
H’(G, R,,,). Dwyer [3] shows that defining systems for the Massey product of 
UI,...r uq with coefficients in 92 are in one-to-one correspondence with homomorph- 
isms D: G + a(%, q + 1) such that for each 1 s is q the homomorphism &+, is a 
representative of -ui. Let 1+ N-t F + G + 1 be a presentation of G, and let 
h : H2( G, 2) + (N n F# F)/( F# N) be the Hopf isomorphism. Given d, there is a 
homomorphism D such that the diagram below commutes: 
Dwyer also shows that the Massey product of u,, . . . , uyr using the defining system 
corresponding to 0, evaluated on an element w of HZ( G, 2) is D,,+,(h(w)). 
The formula for a homomorphism from a free group to a(%!, q), given the values 
of the homomorphism on the generators of the group, is developed in [14]. The 
formula utilizes the following symbols. F = (x,, . . , x,) is the free group on 
XI,. ‘. 2 x,,. Z[[ t, , . . . , f,,]] is the power series ring in n non-commuting variables 
with integer coefficients. A : F + Z[[ t, , . . . , t,]] is the Magnus homomorphism 
defined by x,+l+t;. Z(n)={(r ,,... ,r,)lVlSZSm, r,eZ, and lSr,Sn}, and 
Z(n),={(r,,...,Y,)/(r,,...,r,)EZ(n)}. For Z=(r ,,..., r,)EZ(n), let t,= 
t,,tr> . . . t,,, E mt,, . . . , t,]]. If w E F, m(Z:w) is the coefficient of t, in d(w). 
S,j={(c,,...,c,)(VZ, c, is a positive integer and C.ic,=j-i}. For ispcj, SC= 
S, x St,,. If for each 1 s i c s,J; : {x, . . . , x,}+Zisafunction,andifZ=(r,,...,r,)E 
Z(n),, (fi,. . . ,.A)(0 =“f,(xqMz(xr2) . . .A(-%\). 
Theorem 1.3 [14]. For each 1 s i <j G q + 1, let a,i : {x, . . . , x,} + Z be a function, 
and for w E F dejine 
,-i 
q(w)= c c C (ai~+c,“i+c,r+r,+c2 . ’ ’ a,-c>j)(z)m(z : w>. (1) 
.s=I c ,,.._, c,is,, ,r,(n,, 
Let A= (a;,), then A: F+ U(Z, q+ 1) is a homomorphism. Conversely, if A: F+ 
U(z, q+ 1) is a homomorphism with coordinate functions a,,, then A(w) is given by 
the above formula. 
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The Massey product invariants of a group are defined relative to a subset. 
Definition 1.4 [14]. Let G be a group, 0: G + o(Z, q + 1) a homomorphism, and 
VcG.Diszeroon Vifforeachu~V,andeach(i,j)suchthatj#i+1,~i,(v)=0. 
Let d be an integer, C = c,, . . . , cq E H’(G, Z/d) X. . . x H’(G, Z/d), and Vc G. 
An integer L,(C), a coefficient system R,(C), and a subset T,(C) of H2( G, Z/d) 
are defined recursively. For 1 s ad b s q, let Ci = (c,, . . . , q,). If C = (c,, c,), 
L,(C)=d, R,,= R2,= R,3=Z/d, and T,(C)={c, . c2}. For q>2 define L,(C) to 
be the gcd{(k, w), L,( Cy-‘), L,( C,Y) ) k E Tv( Cy-‘) u T,( Cz) and w E HJ G, Z/d)}. 
R,(C), = Z/a,, where 
(1) a ,q+, = L”(C), 
(2) a,;+, = 4 
(3) a!j=gcd{L,(C;-‘), (k, w)l/k 7-,(C/-‘) an d w E H*( G, Z/d)} for other (i,j). 
Note that if s s i <j G t, then us, ) aij. Let hikj : Rik 0 R, + R, be the tensor product 
of the projection maps. 
Proposition 1.5 [14]. R,(C) is a coeficient system. 
Define T,(C)={WE H2(G, Z)/&(C)1 w is the cohomology class produced by 
a defining system for the Massey product of (c, , . . . , c,) which is zero with respect 
to V}. 
The subsets T,(C) contain exactly one element provided V satisfies a certain 
condition. The lower central series, G, 3 G, 3. . * 1 Gk 1. . . , of G is defined by 
G = G,, and Gk = [G, Gk-,I. If H is a subgroup of G, and d is an integer, G #d H 
is the normal subgroup of G generated by {[g, h]g: / g, , g, E G, h E H, and d ) k} [ 131. 
Definition 1.6 [ 141. Let A = (x, , . . . , x,,) be the free group on n generators. A subset 
V={v,,..., v,} of G has property M(d) provided there is a presentation 1 + N + 
F + G + 1 of G such that Vq > 1 there is a commutative diagram of exact sequences 
l+N-F-G+1 
“C, I I a,, = P’OJ 
l+ N(q)+AL G/G,+ 1 
(2) 
and the following conditions are true: 
(1) vq > 1, p,(4) = proj(r4), 
(2) W-l<,, f. . , r,,,}~ A #dA such that N(q) is the normal closure of 
{r r )uA,, I(( 2 . . . 7 m$ 
(3) Vi and q, 3wj, E N n F#d F such that n,(wiq) = riy. 
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Theorem 1.7 [14]. If V={v,, . . . , v,,} sutisjies M(d), thenfor all C={c ,,... , c,)E 
H’(G, Z/d)x. . . x H’(G, Z/d): 
(1) T,(C) contains exactly one element, 
(2) VWE H,(G, Z/d), and r> 1 




(a:,:(~,). . 4$(c,J)(bW r,,,,,)) 
l~,j~m,1~u<b~q+l,und(u,b)#(l,q+l) . 
1 
For the present work a link is a collection of smoothly embedded ordered oriented 
circles in 9. 
Theorem 1.8. Let L c S’ be a link with components K,, . . . , K,. For 1 s i < n let v, 
be a meridian sf K;, and let V = {v, , . . . , v,}c r,(S’- L, *). Vsutisjiesproperty M(O), 
191. 
Let N be the 3-manifold obtained by ,frumed surgery on L, and let d = 
gcd{lk(K,, K;)llciq s n}. lk( K,, K,) is the linking number of K, and K, if i f j, 
while lk( K,, K,) is the framing number of K,. Then V= T,( N, *) satisfies M(d)-see 
Proposition 3.1 below. 
T,(C) is a based invariant of a link, as it generally depends upon the choice of 
meridians. One eliminates this dependency by increasing the indeterminacy. Suppose 
V = {v, , . , u,,} c G satisfies M(O), then {v, . . . , v,,}, and {VT, . , , v:} freely gener- 
ate H,( G, Z/d) and H ‘( G, Z/d) respectively over Z/d. Let I = (i, , . . . , iy ) denote 
Co:, . ‘. , q,. 
Definition 1.9 [14]. (1) A,(I) =gcd{(T,(J), w)]J is a proper subsequence of I, and 
w E H,(G, Z/d)}. 
(2) (~“(1) is the image of T,(I) in H’(G, Z/A,(I)). 
Definition1.10[14]. Subsets U={u, ,..., u,},andV={v ,,..., v,}ofGareconju- 
gate if Vu, E U, 3g, E G such that v, = g,u,g;‘. 
Theorem 1.11 [14]. If U and V are conjugate, and U and V satisfy M(d), then for 
all Ill, A,(l)=A,,(I), undrv(I)=vU(I). 
Definition 1.12 [ 141. A( I) = A,( I), and (T(I) = (~“(1). 
Milnor defines the ,&-invariants [8,9]. Let L be an n-component link, and for 
each 1 s is n let r, be the number of crossings over the ith component in some 
projection of L. Then the link group of L has a presentation of the form (x,, 1 w,~ ; 1 s 
is n, 1 C~C ri) where 
w,; = x,:,v,i’x,,u,, (j # r,), -1 -I w,,, = x, 1 v 11, x, 1 vi,, . (3) 
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Furthermore, (xi,, q,,) represents a meridian-longitude, pair of the ith component. 
Let A be the free group (x,, . . . , x,). For q 2 2, Milnor defines homomorphisms, 
n4 : F -+ A, so that 
(1) n,(x;,)=x,; 
(2) for each q the following diagram commutes: 
(4) 
A p, G/ G, 
He shows that, for j # r,, ny( uij) f 0 (mod A,), and letting uiy = rry( uir,), that ker( p,) 
is the normal subgroup generated by {[xi, zlc], A, 11 s is n}. Thus G satisfies M(0) 
with respect to {p(x,,), . . . , p(x,,)}. He also shows that, Vrz 1, vi, - zliq+, (mod Ay). 
He then defines the @invariants of a link. Let I = (i, , iz) E Z(n). p(Z) = m( i, : zllIr), 
rs2. Let q>2, raq, and let Z=(i ,,..., iy).’ 
A(Z)=gcd{m(s, ,..., sb: nFhtll)l(sn ,..., s,,+,) is a proper subsequence of 
(iI,. . . , i,)l. 
p(Z)=m(i ,,..., i4-1: ~+)(modA(Z)). 
The cT-invariants encompass the ZI-invariants of a link L. The fi-invariants are 
invariant under cyclic permutation of the indices, and G(i, . . . , i) = 0. Thus, when 
computing @(i, , . . . , i,), one may assume that i, # i,. Let wj E H,( n,(S3 - L), 2) be 
the element corresponding to thejth component of L.2 
Theorem 1.13 [14]. ZfZ = (i,, . . . , i,) E Z(n), and i, # ig, then 
(1) 4Z)lNZ); 
(2) (-1)9(4Z), wnq)= G(Z) (mod A(Z)). 
There are links and sequences for which A = 1 and A = 0. 
Sato [12] defines the Sato-Levine invariant, ~3, of two component links such that 
the linking number of the components is zero. Cochran [l] generalizes this invariant, 
obtaining for each positive integer k, an integral invariant, pk, of such a link--/I’ = p. 
We obtain similar invariants using Massey products. 
Theorem 1.14 [ 141. Let L = K, u Kz be a link with lk( K, , K2) = d. Let vi be a meridian 
of Ki and V = {v, , v,}. For each integer k > 0, let 
Zk_(l,2,2 ,..., 2,1,2). 
\ / 
Zk-I 
’ This definition of A differs from but is equivalent to Milnor’s [14]. 
’ Porter [IO] and Turaev [IS] identify the FL-invariants of a link with Massey products 
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Then 
L,(L) =gcd 1 s j s min{d, 2k) , 
and Tv( I,) is independent of V. Note that, if 2k 3 d, L,( I,) = 1, and therefore, T,(Z,) 
is totally indeterminate. 
Definition 1.15. T( I,) = Tv( I,). 
2. Obtaining the invariants from a presentation of the link group 
Let L be an n-component link, X = S3 - L, G = r,(X, *), C = (c,, . . . , cq) E 
H’(G,Z)x.. .xH’(G,Z), and V={v ,,..., u,,} a collection of meridians of G. 
The invariants L,(C), R,(C), and T,(C) can be computed from a presentation, 
(xii ( wi,) (see formula (3)), of G such that u, = p(xi,). 
Theorem 2.1. Let H : F + U(Z, q + 1) be a homomorphism such that 
(1) hii+,(N)=O, and h,,,,:G-+Zrepresents -c,; 
(2) h,;(x,])=O, l~s~n,j#i+l, and (i,j)#(l,q+l); 
(3) h,,(w,,) = 0, t f r,, and (i,j) f (1, q+ 1). 
Define 
a,,+l = 1, 
a,,=gcd{h,,(w~,,)(l~k~n,i~s<t~j}, (i,j)#(l,q+l), 
alyil = gcdIh,,(wkri) 11 s k ~n,l~s<t~q+l,and(s,t)#(l,q+l)}. 
Define R,, = Z/a,,, and hik, : R,k 0 Rk, + R,i to be the tensor product sf the projection 
maps. Let !B be the defining system { hik,}, and let w, E H2( G, 2) be the image under 
the Hopf map, h”: H,(X, 2)-t HZ(G, Z), of the class represented by the boundary of 
a tubular neighborhood of thejth component of L. Then 9 = R,(C), and Tv( C)( w,) = 
h Irl+l(wjr,) (mod aly+I). 
Proof. One inducts on q. The case q = 2 is evident. By induction % = R,(C). H 
induces a homomorphism Z?: G+ u(%, q-t 1) which is zero with respect to V. The 
theorem follows from Theorem 1.7(l), the fact that h( w,) = w,~,, and Dwyer’s corre- 
spondence between defining systems and homomorphisms, which is described 
above. 0 
Theorem 2.2. The homomorphism H dejined below is the unique homomorphism satisfy- 
ing the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1. Let u, E H,(X) be the class represented by a 
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meridian of K,. DeJine 
if j=i+l, 
ifj#i+l,andt=l, 
. . . hj_k,j(Z)m(Z: w,,_,), otherwise. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.3 H is determined by {h,j(x,T,)}. The first two properties of the 
theorem are true by the definition, so we only have to verify the last one. Theorem 
1.3 implies that 
j-i 
h,(w,,) = 1 c 1 hir+k, . . . h,-k,kr(z)m(z: W.s,) 
r=l k ,...., k, I 
.j-i 
+  C C C hii+k, . . . hj-,,/c,(Z)m(Z: W,I). 
r-2 k ,,..., h, I 
If j# r,, then 
1, if (a, b) = (s, l), 
m(x,,:x,:,u,‘x.~,v,,) = 0, if(S,l)#(a,b)#(s,t+l), 
-1, otherwise. 
Thus if t # r,, then 
h,(ws,)=-h,(x.~,+,)+ C C C h;t+k, . . . hj-k,k,(Z)m(Z:W.~,)=O. 
r=2 k,....,k, I 
(5) 
Let G = (go) : F + o(Z, q + 1) be a homomorphism which satisfies the hypotheses 
of Theorem 2.1. We prove that gi, = h, by induction on j - i. Hypotheses (1) and 
(2) of Theorem 2.1 imply, respectively, that g,,+, = hii+, , and gij(x,,) = hi,(x,T,). The 
induction hypothesis (3) of Theorem 2.1 and equation (5) imply that hij(x,,) = g,(x,,) 
forjll. q 
Corollary 2.3. Let nq : F--f A be Milnor’s homomorphism, and let I : A + F be deJned 
byXi++Xil. Forq>O,EetH=(hij):F+~(Z,q),andlet~,,+,=h,,+,~l. Then,VrsO, 
H 0 10 n4+,. = H, and therefore, for all w E F and j - i < q - 1, 
hi;(w) = C gji+, . . . 6j_,i(Z)m(Z:n,(w)). (‘5) 
I 
Proof. Milnor [9] shows that, Vr 2 0, and all (s, t) # (s, r,), n,+,.( w,,) = 0 (mod A4). 
Since H vanishes on F,, H 0 10 ny satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1. Then 
Theorem 2.2 implies that H = H 0 10 ny. Equation (6) follows from Theorem 1.3, as 
H 0 I is zero with respect to (x1,. . , x,}. 0 
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3. Improvements through surgery 
Each of the Massey product invariants defined above corresponds to a similar 
invariant defined in a manifold obtained by zero-framed surgery on one of the link 
components. The invariant in the surgered manifold is more efficiently computed, 
as a degree q - 1 invariant in the surgered manifold compares with a degree q 
invariant in the link complement. In a subsequent paper we show that the invariant 
in the surgered manifold has less indeterminacy than the corresponding invariant 
in the complement. 
Let L be a link in S’ with components K,, . . , K, and let I = (i,, . . . , iy) E I(n). 
Let L’= LI,,;, K,, and let ‘1 W be the complement of L’ in the manifold obtained by 
zero-framed surgery on K,, . Let d = gcd{lk( K,, , K,) ) 1 “-,j G n and j f i,}. 
Proposition 3.1. Let CT = {u, . . , u,,} c T,( W, *) he a collection of’ meridians of L. 
Then U satisfies M(d). 
Proof. Using the presentation of rr,( S’ - L) described above formula (3), such that 
p(x,,) = u,, , one sees that rr,(‘l W) =(x,,, 1 ulr,, , w,,). u,~,, represents a longitude which 
has linking number zero with K,, . Let v,, = n,,( v,,). Milnor’s homomorphisms n,, : F+ 
A show that 
rTTI( W)lr,( W), =(x1, . , x,, / ugly, Lx,, q,l, A, ;j f 4). 
Let w E A, then 
~EA#,A e Vlsjjn,dIm(j:w) [4]. 
As m(j: v,,~) = /k( K,, , K,), ZI+~ E A #,,A. Thus conditions (1) and (2) are satisfied. 
We verify (3): 
v =x+1 ‘I r, , ~~,i-il . . Xh:: 
Let 
I 6,. 
T,, = v,,,, ,“f, (u’<,I(~~Ji. 
T,,E F#,, F, and nq’(T,,)=vt ,‘,. Thus U satisfies M(d). Cl 
For each J E I(n) and C E (H’(‘l W))y, Theorems 1.7 and 1.11 provide invariants 
‘v(J)E H2(rr,(‘l W), Z/‘,,I(J)) and ‘,TU(C)~ H2(n,(‘1 W), ‘<R,,(C)). 
[13, Stalling’s theorem] implies that these are invariants of link cobordism and 
based link cobordism respectively. 
Proposition 3.2. Let i, : H,(‘I W; Z/d) + H,(‘I W, X; Z/d) he inclusion; let r E 
H,(‘I W, X; Z/d) be the generator, which is well defined because the spaces are oriented, 
and let w E i*‘(T). Dejine 
‘,/~(J)‘=gcd{‘mn(J), ‘v(J)(h(t+))}. 
Then ‘v(J)(h(w)) is unique (mod ‘,4(J)‘). 
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Proof. w is unique up to adding torrii, and [14, Lemmas 4.1.3 and 4.1.41 imply that, 
(mod “A (J)), 
NJ)(h(CJ) = -‘%J)(h(t,,,)), ‘7r(J)(h(ti~))-0, i,# i,# I,. q 
Theorem3.3. ForallI=(i ,,..., i,)El(n) 
A(i,, . . ., i,)‘IA(iz,. . . , iy)‘, 
and 
Qr(&,. . .,i,)(h(v))=fi(i, ,..., iy) (modA(i ,,..., i,)). 
Proof. [ 14, Lemmas 4.1.3 and 4.1.41 imply that 
‘,A ( i2, . . . , i,)=gcd{m(k,,...,k,:[~h,,Vk~l),m(k,,...,k,:v,)l 
(k,, . . . , k,) is a proper subsequence of (i,, . . . , i,)> 
and 
n(i, ,..., i,)=gcd{m(k, ,..., kt:[xki, nh,])) 
(k, , . . , kt) is a proper subsequence of (i,, . . . , i,,)}. 
The definition of A and Theorem 1.13 imply, respectively, that 
A(i ,,..., &,)/A(& ,..., &,)]A(& ,..., iy). 
m(k), . . . , k,:u;,)=O(modA(i ,,..., i,)) as (i,, k,, . . , k,) is a proper subsequence 
of (i,,... , iq). Thus A(i,, . . ., i,)(‘lA(i,,. . ., iq). The first statement follows as 
m(i,,...,i,: tiCI)= (mod A(i,, . . , i,)). The second statement follows since 
‘o(i,, . . . , i,)(h(w))= m(i,, . . . , iq: v,,) 
f t_T(&, . . . , i,, i,) 
ffi(i,,... , iq) (mod A(i,, . . , i,)). 0 
Let I=(i?,.. . , i,), and let UT E H’( ~~(‘1 W), 2) be the dual of the element of H, 
represented by a meridian of K,, The formulas of Section 2 provide for the calculation 
of “a(l)(h(w)). 
Theorem 3.4. Let H : F+ U(Z, q) be a homomorphism such that 
(1) For 2ckcq, hk_,k(N)=O, andh;_,,:G+Zrepresents -ut; 
(2) h,(x,,)=O, lGs~n,j#i+l, and (i,j)#(l,q); 
(3) h,(w,,)=O, Vt# r,, and all lSi<jCq. 
For (i,j)#(l,q) define 




Rzi = Z/a, and 6% = {I?,;}. 
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Then 
(a) % is a system of coeficients, 
(b) ‘,A(i, ,..., i,)=a,,, 
(c) b(i2,. . , i,)(h(w))= h,,(qr,,) (mod i,A’). 
Proof. (a), (b) follow as in the proof of Proposition 2.1. 
b(i2,. . . , C,)(h(o)) = h,(h(w))= h,,(K,) = h,(y,l) by (3). •I 
Theorem 3.5. The homomorphism, dejined as in Theorem 2.2, satisjies the hypotheses 
of Theorem 3.4. 
Proof. See the proof of Theorem 2.2. Cl 
4. The program 
We describe the algorithm used to compute Magnus coefficients. See the appendix 
for a table produced with the program. 
The program takes as input the relations in the presentation (3) of the link group 
and the cohomology classes one desires to multiply. It uses Theorem 2.2 or 3.5 to 
compute the values of each of the coordinate functions on the generators of the 
group. Theorem 1.3, then, yields the value of the Massey product on any two- 
dimensional homology class. 
The program uses a searching algorithm to compute Magnus coefficients. Let 
I=(i,,.. .,iq), F=(x ,,..., x,), and w E F. If w = x;; ’ . . xd;;, where E, = il, then 
m( I : w) is the algebraic number of ways of forming t, by choosing one summand 
from each of the factors of 
(1 + t,,)” . . . (1 + t,,,,)‘“‘. 
This is a finite procedure. If / is a subsequence of I, let n(J) be the number of 
terms of J. A subsequence J = ( i,, i,,, , i,,, , . . . , i,,,) is a cluster of ks in I if VO G 1 s r, 
i,+,=k. For each lsk<n define c,=c,(I)=max{n(J)IJ is a cluster of ks in I}. 
Inthecomputationofm(l:w),(1-tk)~~1=(1-t~+t~+...)istruncatedto(1-tk+ 
t”,+. .+(-l)‘;t>). 
The computation of m(l,2,2, 1: xzx~‘x~~xJx,x2x2x~‘) illustrates the method. 
c, = 1, c2 = 2, and ci = 0. The computer forms the graph 
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and searches for occurrences of t, t:t,. The rows and columns are labeled here, but 
not by the computer, so that the occurrences of the pattern can be specified. The 
first occurrence of t, tit, is bl cl c2 dl, and its sign is minus as three of the positions 
carry minus signs. cl c2 signifies that t’ is selected from the third factor. The other 
occurrences of t,tzt, with sign, listed in the order which they occur are: bl cl c2 
gl (+), bl cl el gl (-), bl cl fl gl (-), bl el fl gl (+), dl el fl gl (-). The net 
number of occurrences is -2, and thus m(l, 2,2, 1: .x2x~‘x~‘x3x,xzx2x~‘) = -2. 
Questions. (1) Theorem 2.2 provides a representation of the fundamental group of 
a disk link into U(Z, 00). Given a basing or system of arcs for a link, one can remove 
a 3-disk neighborhood of the arcs to form a disk link, and thus define based invariants 
of the link without any indeterminacy. Can one define invariants of the link from 
these representations? 
(2) What relationships are there among the polynomial invariants of a link and 
the Massey product invariants? 
(3) Find a minimal set of independent Massey product invariants and describe 
the others in terms of these. 
(4) Do the Massey product invariants of particular types of links have particular 
properties? 
Appendix 
We present the independent p.-invariants in Table Al, and certain of the T 
invariants, of length less than or equal to six for two component links with linking 
number zero and fewer than nine crossings. We use Rolfsen’s notation for these 
links. See [II, Appendix C]. The independent invariants are determined using [9, 
Theorem 61, see also [2, Appendix B]. 
Table Al. 
cL(l2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A(l122) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1*(1122) 1 -2 -1 1 0 0 1 -1 
A(l11222) 1 2 1 1 0 0 1 1 
&(111222) * 0 * * 0 0 * * 
A(111122) 1 2 1 1 0 0 1 1 
h(111122) * -1 * * 0 -1 * * 
A( 112222) 1 2 1 1 0 0 1 1 
1*(112222) * 0 * * 0 0 * * 
L( 122212) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T(122212)(w,) -1 -2 -1 1 0 0 1 -1 
* These are totally indeterminate. 
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